3.1. TESLA
The photon collider option, where the electrons are converted into high energy photons by
interaction with a laser beam just upstream of the IP, requires construction of the second
interaction region with the large crossing angle. Unlike the e+ e− case, the beamstrahlung
constraint is not present for γγ collisions, and the horizontal beam size at the IP can be
reduced still further. Table 3.3 lists a possible γγ parameter set which reﬂects the lack of
the beamstrahlung constraint: the horizontal emittance is at the limit achievable with the
present damping ring design, while the IP beta-functions are compatible with a ﬁnal focus
system design similar to the e+ e− collider version (except, of course, for the crossing angle).
Additional improvements are conceivable, but require further design studies of these
subsystems. Crab-crossing is assumed to avoid a luminosity reduction caused by the
crossing angle. The actual usable γγ luminosity is smaller than the geometric value by an
order of magnitude, since not all the electrons are converted by Compton scattering, and
only part of the luminosity spectrum is within a few percent of the peak collision energy.
TABLE 3.3
Beam parameters for the γγ option. The eﬀective luminosity takes into account only the high energy peak
of the luminosity spectrum (Ecm,γγ ∼400 GeV).
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3.1.2

Results of Superconducting Accelerator Development

3.1.2.1

Superconducting Cavities

The TESLA cavity is a 9-cell standing wave structure of about 1 m length whose
fundamental TM mode has a frequency of 1300 MHz. The cavity is made from solid
niobium and is bath-cooled by superﬂuid helium at 2 K. Each cavity is equipped with: a
helium tank; a tuning system driven by a stepping motor; a coaxial rf power coupler; a
pickup probe; and two higher-order mode (HOM) couplers. A side view of the TTF cavity
with the beam tube sections and the coupler ports is shown in Figure 3.4. The important
cavity parameters are listed in Table 3.4.
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